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Abstract
Piezoelectric systems like multilayer actuators are susceptible to damage by crack propagation
induced by strain incompatibilities. These can arise under electric ;elds for example between
the electroded and external regions. Such incompatibilities have been realised in thin rectangular
model specimens from PZT-piezoelectric ceramics with top and bottom electrodes only close
to one edge. Under an electric ;eld, controlled crack propagation has been observed in situ
in an optical microscope. The crack paths are reproducible with very high accuracy. Small
electrode widths lead to straight cracks with two transitions between stable and unstable crack
growth regions, while large electrode widths result in curved cracks with four transitions. Fracture
mechanics analysis is able to explain the di>erent crack paths. An iteration method is developed
to simulate the curved crack propagation also for strong curvature of the crack paths using the
;nite element method. The computed crack contours exhibit excellent quantitative agreement with
the experiment with respect to their shape, the stages of stable and unstable crack propagation
and the transitions between them. Finally, also the crack length as a function of the electric ;eld
can be predicted. ? 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: A. Crack propagation and arrest; A. Delamination; B. Piezoelectric material; B. Strain
compatibility; C. Finite elements
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1. Introduction
Ceramic actuators are used for numerous applications such as high-frequency, lowamplitude devices in adaptive structures and vibration control (Uchino, 1997; Haertling,
1999). Respective components have been accepted in the aircraft and automobile industry as well as in printing and textile machinery. Albeit exhibiting some ferroelastic
toughening, the fracture toughness of ferroelectric actuator materials is rather small and
thus, they are susceptible to fracture under high electric ;elds or mechanical stresses.
Therefore, the limited reliability of the component due to cracking constitutes a major
impediment to large-scale usage.
The most cost-eFcient geometry for such actuators is that of the co;red multilayer
actuator. The common design consists of two interdigitating electrodes carrying the
disadvantage of electrodes ending inside the ceramic. As a consequence, the ceramic
material, which exhibits ferroelectric and ferroelastic as well as piezoelectric behaviour,
experiences a strain incompatibility between the electrically inactive material regions
and the electrically active material regions. A complex mechanical stress ;eld centred
at the electrode edge arises and can lead to crack initiation in this area, crack growth,
and ;nally to the failure of the device.
Studies of the damage mechanisms in ceramic multilayer actuators made of piezoelectric materials have revealed that cracks are formed preferentially at the internal
electrode edge (Aburatani et al., 1994; Furuta and Uchino, 1993). Takahashi et al.
(1983) calculated the stress distribution around the electrode edge by means of a linear ;nite element method and showed that the magnitude of the tensile stresses is
comparable to the strength of the ceramic. Further investigations on model and real
actuators under cyclic bipolar and unipolar electric ;elds were performed by Schneider et al. (1995, 1996). It was shown that cracks are formed during the ;rst few
cycles. In an earlier work, we have investigated crack initiation at the ;rst poling cycle and could show that a large number of cracks are formed at about the coercive
;eld (EC ) and grow with an increase of the electric ;eld (dos Santos e Lucato et al.,
2001).
In this work we analyse crack growth at the ;rst poling cycle in a model geometry.
Thin rectangular specimens with top and bottom electrodes only on one side and a
pre-crack were used as shown in Fig. 1. If an electric ;eld is applied between the
two electrodes, the material will contract in the directions perpendicular to the ;eld
and expand in the direction of the applied electric ;eld. As the adjacent material is
not a>ected by the electric ;eld it will mechanically clamp the active strip. A strain
mismatch is induced and high stresses arise leading to crack growth. In order to focus
solely on crack growth, a pre-crack is arti;cially introduced.
Thin specimens have been chosen to obtain through-thickness cracks with equal
lengths on the top and bottom side so that cracking can be analysed by means of
fracture mechanics using a two-dimensional ;nite element model. An iteration method
is developed to simulate the curved crack-propagation also for strong curvature of
the crack paths. For the quantitative fracture mechanics analysis, experimental data of
fracture toughness and incompatible strains (consisting of ferroelectric, ferroelastic and
piezoelectric strain) as driving force for the cracks are needed.
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Fig. 1. Stress generation by mechanical clamping due to partial electrode coverage. (a) Electric ;eld is applied
on the electrodes (active material). (b) Shrinkage in x1 and x2 directions and expansion in x3 direction of
the active part ensues. (c) Adjacent material mechanically clamps the active strip and high tensile stresses
arise.

2. Experimental methods
All experiments were performed on a commercial lead zirconate titanate, PIC 151 (PI
Ceramics, Lederhose, Germany). The specimens were delivered as plates of dimensions
40 × 40 mm2 with thicknesses of 0:5 and 1 mm. They were polished on one side to
a 1 m ;nish. Due to di>erent polishing times for the di>erent specimens, a small
variation of the ;nal thicknesses was obtained. Electrically driven crack-propagation
measurements were performed. Additionally fracture data (R-curve) and displacements
were measured providing inputs for the fracture mechanics analysis.
A co-ordinate system is used as follows. Direction x3 is the electric ;eld direction,
x2 is parallel to the electrode edge and x1 is perpendicular thereto forming a right-hand
co-ordinate system (Fig. 1). The electrode coverage is de;ned by b=W , where b is the
electrode width and W the specimen width. The volume between the electrodes will
be de;ned as active material and the remainder inactive material. The length of the
electrode is given by the length L = W .
2.1. R-curve measurement
The R-curves were measured in the compact tension geometry. Plates with 0:5 mm
thickness proved too fragile for mechanical loading. Therefore, R-curves were obtained
using the 1 mm thick plates cut to compact tension specimens of 35 × 33:6 mm2 . The
test itself was performed based on ASTM 399 (1996) with some improvements. The
CT testing device is a new version of the type used before (R2odel et al., 1990) and was
mounted on a co-ordinate stage on an optical microscope. A computer with custom
designed software connected to the stage is used to read out the stage co-ordinates
and the applied load. The crack length was obtained by targeting the crack-tip with
the crosshairs in the eye-pieces. With the crack length and applied load known, the
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applied stress intensity factor and the crack growth velocity were calculated in real
time by the data-acquisition software. The crack growth is maintained at a constant
velocity throughout the whole measurement.
Prior to the R-curve measurement, a sharp pre-crack was produced using a half
chevron notch and a Knoop indent with load of 50 N as described in R2odel et al.
(1990). After the pre-crack had been driven through the region of the half chevron
notch, it was then renotched to a ;nal length of approx. 600 m. The end of the notch
is used as origin for the crack extension Ma. To ensure maximum reproducibility,
special care was taken to record data at crack velocities at about 10−6 m=s. A data
point was recorded every 25 m up to the ;nal crack extension of about 5 mm.
2.2. Displacement measurement
The incompatible strains needed for the fracture mechanics analysis cannot be directly measured, but can be computed from displacements. Therefore, displacements
were measured parallel to the electrode edge (x2 ) using specimens with 0:5 mm thickness. The preparation procedure was as follows. First electrodes of Au=Pd (80%=20%)
were sputtered onto the 0:5 mm thick 40 × 40 mm2 specimens. To achieve only partial
coverage, stencils of overhead transparencies were cut and attached to both surfaces by
superglue and removed after sputtering. The electrodes had a ;nal thickness of approx.
50 nm. Two di>erent electrode widths were prepared, namely 1 and 2 mm. A narrow
strip of silver paint was applied along the centre of each electrode to ensure complete
contact along the electrode length in all stages of cracking. Thin copper wires were
glued parallel to the electrode edge on both electrodes using a conducting 2-component
epoxy to connect both sides of the crack. One side of each copper wire extended beyond the specimen edge and served as connection to the high voltage source.
A linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT) with a very thin alumina tip was
used as shown in Fig. 2. In case of the partially electroded specimens, the tips of the
LVDT and the ground ;xture were very carefully placed 0:5 mm from the specimen
edge on the side specimen faces. Silicone oil with a molecular weight of 1000 was
applied to the electrodes for electric insulation. A ;eld of 2 kV=mm (approx. 2EC ) was
then applied at a rate of 12:5 V=mm s for the displacement measurement. The data was
logged with a rate of 50 points per second.
A second set of displacement measurements was performed with fully electroded
specimens of 20 × 20 mm2 . The copper wires were attached in the centre of each
electrode while the LVDT tips were mounted on the centre of the side surfaces and
the applied electric ;eld was increased up to 4 kV=mm. In order to prevent arcing at
these high ;elds, the specimens were placed in a cup ;lled with FlourinertJ 77 (3M
Corporation). The ;eld ramp and the data logging was done with the same rate as the
;rst measurement set. Each set of displacements was obtained on two specimens.
2.3. Crack propagation under electric 5eld
The specimen preparation for the crack propagation under electric ;eld measurements
was the same as for the displacement measurements but additional steps were needed. A
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Fig. 2. Experimental set-up to measure the displacement hysteresis loop.

pre-crack was introduced by placing a Knoop-indent onto the front specimen face. The
specimen was clamped in upright position by a high-precision wrench and the indent
was placed using a load between 30 and 50 N for 10 s depending on the desired crack
length. Finally, the elastic–plastic contact zone with the attendant residual stress zone
was sanded away using alumina paper. A sharp pre-crack extending from top to bottom
electrode is obtained.
The pre-cracked specimens were placed in a holding ;xture ;lled with Flourinert J 77
for electric insulation. The ;xture was mounted onto the co-ordinate stage in the optical
microscope and a high-voltage source was connected to the specimen. A computer with
an AD=DA-card was used to control the HV-source. In the measuring cycle the voltage
applied to the specimen was increased by steps of 68 V=mm at a ramp of 12:5 V=mm s.
After waiting for approx. 30 s the crack-tip was targeted with the crosshairs in the
eye-pieces of the optical microscope and the co-ordinates were transferred to a custom
designed CAD-type software. The waiting time was inserted to let the crack grow
subcritical to a very low velocity and, therefore maintain uniform conditions for all
data points. The increment-measurement cycle was repeated until the active material
saturated and no further crack growth was observed. Two specimens with thicknesses
of 0:51 and 0:31 mm were used in case of an electrode width of 2 mm (1:95 and
1:87 mm exactly) and one specimen with a thickness of 0:44 mm was used for the
1 mm (1:07 mm exactly) electrode.
3. Experimental results
3.1. R-curve
As the crack has not been renotched to small lengths and the specimen was not thermally depolarised after growing the starter crack, the initial value of the R-curve could
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Fig. 3. (a) R-curve for unpoled material; (b) corresponding crack growth velocity.

not be measured with high precision. The R-curves start at about 0:8–0:9 MPa m1=2
in Fig. 3. A steep rise up to 1:15 MPa m1=2 is observed in the ;rst 500 m of crack
extension. It changes into a linear increase of the fracture toughness up to an extension of about 3:5 mm after which the fracture toughness remains constant. These ;nal
toughness values are termed plateau values and range from 1:37 to 1:45 MPa m1=2 . The
R-curves and the corresponding crack growth velocity are shown in Fig. 3. The crack
growth velocity was maintained at about 10−6 m=s with deviations of less than a factor
of 3.

3.2. Measured displacements
The measured displacements for the di>erent geometries are shown in Fig. 4. Beneath
the electrode edges in the specimen, electric ;eld singularities occur which give rise to
high localised stresses and cracking (small cracks) (dos Santos e Lucato et al., 2001).
It is assumed that these small cracks do not essentially a>ect the measured global displacements and the global ;eld distributions. Therefore, they are not considered in the
measurements and in the theoretical analysis (Section 5). At a ;eld of 1:8–1:9 kV=mm
one of the many cracks formed at the internal electrode edge grew unstable to the
external electrode edge (as indicated in Fig. 4). As the electroded side of the specimen
is now divided, the displacements on the outer sides where the LVDTs are mounted
are reduced. In the fully covered specimens no cracking was obtained and therefore the
displacements could be measured up to the maximum ;eld of 4 kV=mm. The maximum
displacement before the crack appeared in the partially electroded specimens is about
−30:6 ± 2:6 m. At the maximum electric ;eld a displacement of −49:1 ± 1:1 m was
obtained from the fully electroded specimens.
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Fig. 4. Displacements under clamped conditions (40 × 40 mm2 with b = 2 mm) and in the free specimen
(20 × 20 mm2 ).

Fig. 5. Measured crack length as a function of the electric ;eld for the straight crack. Note two transitions
between stable and unstable crack propagation. The crack path as observed in the optical microscope is
shown in the insert.

3.3. Crack mapping
3.3.1. Straight crack propagation
Two di>erent crack shapes can be identi;ed. In the case of a 1 mm wide electrode
a straight crack propagating perpendicular to the electrode edge is observed in Fig. 5.
A starter crack of 0:36 mm was obtained after removal of the indent. An increase of
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Fig. 6. (a) Photo of ;nal crack con;guration for a curved crack; (b) Comparison of two di>erent experiments
with curved cracks with specimens of di>erent thicknesses.

electric ;eld prompted crack propagation in the x1 -direction perpendicular to the electrode edge. Crack growth was ;rst observed at a ;eld of 0:38 kV=mm and remained
stable up to a crack length of 0:49 mm at 0:85 kV=mm (Fig. 5). Unstable crack propagation across the electrode edge followed and produced a crack of length of 1:28 mm.
Further increase of the electric ;eld lead to stable crack growth up to a ;eld of
3:94 kV=mm at which no further crack growth was observed as the strain between
the electrodes saturated. The ;nal crack length was 2:37 mm. Fig. 5 displays the crack
length and the electric ;eld needed to achieve this length. The insert provides the crack
pattern as measured in the optical microscope.
3.3.2. Curved crack propagation
A curved crack starting perpendicular to the electrode edge and turning parallel to
the electrode edge is obtained for an electrode width of 2 mm (Fig. 6a). The shapes of
the cracks in the two specimens are identical (Fig. 6b). A straight crack is observed
for the ;rst 3 mm of crack growth. The crack then begins to curve towards the new
direction parallel to the electrode edge. At a length of approx. 7 mm the crack had
◦
turned by 95 and continued to grow almost parallel to the electrode edge. The crack
length is taken as the full length following the curvature of the crack as indicated in
the insert in Fig. 7.
The crack-length vs. electric ;eld data was obtained for two specimens (Fig. 7). A
starter crack of 0:56 mm was introduced in the ;rst specimen of 0:31 mm thickness.
First crack propagation was observed at an electric ;eld of 0:65 kV=mm and the crack
growth was stable up to a ;eld of 0:97 kV=mm at which the crack had a length of
0:59 mm. Unstable crack growth followed and the crack arrested at a length of 3:25 mm.
A second region of stable crack growth, exhibiting an almost linear relationship of crack
length and electric ;eld up to a ;eld of 2:13 kV=mm and a crack length of 4:59 mm is
observed. Again, a second region of unstable crack growth sets in. The crack arrested
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Fig. 7. Measured crack length as a function of the electric ;eld for the curved crack. Note four transitions
between stable and unstable crack propagation. The crack path as observed in the optical microscope is
shown in the insert.

at a length of 12:41 mm and continued to grow stable until the specimen saturated at
a ;eld of 4:19 kV=mm and a ;nal crack length of 16:33 mm.
The second specimen had a thickness of 0.51mm and a starter crack of 0:31 mm.
The ;rst stable crack growth region extended from a ;eld of 0:13 kV=mm to a ;eld
of 1:00 kV=mm corresponding to a crack length of 0:52 mm. The second stable region
was obtained between the crack lengths of 3:05 and 4:37 mm which occurred at an
electric ;eld of 1:67 kV=mm. Finally, the last stable region is observed from 11:87 to
16:89 mm at which the specimen saturated at a ;eld of 3:29 kV=mm.

4. Qualitative fracture mechanics description
In this section, salient aspects of the di>erent crack propagation regimes observed
above will be discussed using some simplifying idealisations: A semi-in;nite specimen
exhibits a constant stress in the electrode region due to strain incompatibility. Furthermore, the material parameters remain identical for both active and inactive zones
and quasi-static ;elds. Under these assumptions, the quasi-static squared stress intensity
factor can be sketched qualitatively in Fig. 8 for two situations: a straight crack and a
primary straight and then deOected crack with total crack length of a.
In this ;gure, for a constant electric ;eld, i.e. constant , the squared stress intensity
factor KI increases linearly with crack length a in the electroded zone as an edge crack
under constant stress (KI2 = 3:95 2 a) and decreases outside of the electroded zone like
an edge crack under point force for ab(KI2 = 2:13 2 b2 =a). Note that the asymptote
for the straight crack is KI2 = 0 and for the deOected crack KI2 = 0:343 2 b (Hutchinson
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Fig. 8. Squared mode I stress intensity factor for a crack in a semi-in;nite specimen for di>erent . The full
line denotes the straight crack in the symmetry and the dashed line the primary straight and then deOected
crack (full arrow: unstable crack propagation; dashed arrows: stable crack propagation).

and Suo, 1992). It can be concluded that the K-curve for the deOected crack in the
inactive region is always higher than for the straight crack (Fig. 8). Thus a long crack
favours the deOected path because it can release more energy than on the straight path.
Larger indices in Fig. 8 stand for increased , i.e. higher electric ;elds.
In our analysis, we apply linear-elastic fracture mechanics for a non-kinked crack
which was always obtained in our experiments:
KI ¿ KIc ;

KII = 0:

(1)

Here, KIc is the critical stress intensity factor or the fracture toughness. The criterion
of local symmetry for a non-kinked crack KII = 0 determines the curved crack path
(Cotterell and Rice, 1980) and is automatically ful;lled by a straight crack on the
symmetry line. Note that the dielectric displacement intensity factor KIV (Suo et al.,
1992) vanishes everywhere over the entire crack because in the electrode zone the
electric ;eld is parallel to the crack front due to symmetry arguments and zero in the
inactive, unpoled zone.
A set of crack propagation scenarios is used to illustrate our problem with the aid
of Fig. 8. An initial crack a0 ¡ b starts propagating unstable (full arrow) at a given
1 satisfying conditions (1). This unstable stage will end at the crack length a1 , where
the condition KI = KIc is met at the downward slope of the K-curve for 1 . Dynamic
e>ects, which should drive the crack to a length a ¿ a1 , are not considered. An increase
of stress
will prompt stable crack propagation under the condition KI = KIc up to
the crack length a2 at 2 (dashed arrow). The crack path remains straight, as long
as the bifurcation (open circle) point between straight crack (full line) and deOected
crack (dashed line) in Fig. 8 remains below KIc2 . An increase of to 3 moves this
point above KIc2 . Therefore, the crack will deOect, as it can release more energy on
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Fig. 9. Squared mode I stress intensity factor for a crack in a semi-in;nite specimen by variation of the
width b. The full line denotes the straight crack in the symmetry and the dashed line the primarily straight
and then deOected crack (full arrow: unstable crack propagation).

the deOected path than on the straight one. It will continue growing stably until the
KI -asymptote reaches KIc at 4 = KIc =(0:343b)0; 5 . Then it grows unstably again to an
in;nite crack length.
Please note that a perfectly straight crack in an entirely homogenous specimen remains straight. It can only deOect if a disturbance in the crack path or in the applied
stresses is introduced. This is always the case in a polycrystalline material as ours
because no crack runs exactly straight and local stress inhomogeneities due to pores,
grain orientation, etc., are always present. For the above qualitative discussion we can
assume that the crack has been arti;cially disturbed from its straight path at some
point. Because the T-stress is positive in this model, the crack will not return to the
straight path (Cotterell and Rice, 1980).
The di>erent crack paths depending on the electrode width b are discussed by means
of Fig. 9. Note that the bifurcation crack length corresponding to the open circle scales
with b as the only characteristic length in this problem where the crack path follows
from KII =0 (see 5.3). A small electrode width b (b1 in Fig. 9) favours a straight crack
in the ;rst unstable stage. The straight crack cannot turn (see Section 3.3.1), as long
as the stress ;eld cannot be further increased to reach the branching point in Fig. 9. In
contrast, a large electrode width b (b2 in Fig. 9), leads to a bifurcation point in Fig. 9
above KIc2 and thereby to crack deOection during the ;rst unstable stage (see Section
3.3.2). In the experiments, the case where the crack is straight in the ;rst unstable
stage and then deOects under increasing load is not encountered.
This simple model of the quasi-static stress intensity factors provides an understanding for the qualitatively di>erent crack paths (straight and deOected) depending on
electrode width and the stable and unstable stages on these paths. It is similar to one
assessing di>erent crack paths in thermal shock cracking (Bahr et al., 1995). The above
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qualitative analysis, however, is not able to explain the crack-tip regressing towards
the electrode edge in the deOected crack contour and the third additional stable stage
for large crack lengths (see Figs. 6 and 7).
5. Quantitative fracture mechanics analysis
5.1. Finite element modelling
This section provides detailed numerical analysis of the crack propagation and a
comparison of numerical results with experiments. The basis of this analysis is again
linear-elastic fracture mechanics and criteria (1). Due to the condition KIV = 0, the
e>ect of electric ;eld is equivalent to the one of thermal expansion in the electrode
region. The thermoelastic stress-free strains as driving force for crack propagation are
the incompatible strains and can be calculated from the measured displacements (Fig.
4). They are assumed to be homogeneous, even if a crack passes the electrode and
unloads the adjacent region. This unloading zone is estimated to be comparable with
the electrode width b which is much smaller than L (Fig. 1).
A numerical thermomechanical analysis is carried out with the ;nite element method
for the ;nite specimen. A plane stress model of isoparametric biquadratic elements with
quarter-point nodes in the vicinity of the crack tip is used in the FE-code ANSYSJ
(1998) ANSYS Revision 5.5.3, 1998. The material in the electrode region is considered to be completely poled and transversely isotropic (Young’s modulus E11 = E22 =
59:5 GPa and Poisson ratio 12 = 0:34). The material in the inactive zone is isotropic
(Eiso = 66:5 GPa;  = 0:37). The mismatch zone between the active and the inactive
zone is estimated as half the specimen thickness and is not considered in our analysis
because of the very thin plate geometry. The stress intensity factors KI and KII are
determined from the displacements and from the stresses in the vicinity of the crack
tip according to linear fracture mechanics.
The stress distribution in the ;nite samples without crack shows two di>erences in
comparison to the semi-in;nite plate (Fig. 10): the magnitude of the tensile stresses
decreases and the compressive stresses next to the electrode increase with increasing
electrode coverage b=W (Fig. 1). In Fig. 10, the stress is normalised by the product of
the elastic modulus E22 and the arbitrarily chosen stress-free strain 22 in x2 -direction.
In plane stress the results do not depend on the Poisson ratio.
5.2. Stress intensity for a straight crack
In contrast to the semi-in;nite specimen, the stress distribution yields signi;cantly
smaller KI for a straight crack in a ;nite specimen, particularly next to the electrode
as consequence of the compressive stresses in this zone (Fig. 11). Another deviation
to Figs. 8 and 9 is the asymptotic behaviour of the stress intensity factor for a=b → 1
because of di>erent materials on both sides (Zak-Williams singularity for a=b = 1,
Hutchinson and Suo, 1992, p. 131). However, this latter behaviour has no signi;cant
consequence for crack propagation.
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Fig. 10. Stresses due to strain incompatibility for a real specimen as compared to an idealised semi-in;nite
specimen without crack.

Fig. 11. Squared normalised mode I stress intensity factor as calculated by FEM along the crack path for
the straight crack in a semi-in;nite specimen and in a ;nite specimen.

As a result of these e>ects in a ;nite body, the straight crack propagation with three
stages is identical as discussed in Section 4, but shifted towards higher electric ;elds.
More interesting is the curved crack propagation which we analyse in the next section.
5.3. Curved crack simulation
The path of a curved non-kinked crack can be calculated from the local symmetry
condition KII = 0 in Eq. (1). Several numerical methods have been proposed for crack
path determination using FEM:
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Fig. 12. Iteration method for incremental simulation of propagation of a curved crack.

(a) Methods based on the crack path prediction as incremental straight crack extension with a direction angle change calculated from the current crack closure integrals
(Herrmann and Grebner, 1984; Herrmann and Dong, 1992) or from the current stress
intensity factor-ratio KII =KI (e.g. Bahr et al., 1995; Gunnars et al., 1997).
(b) Methods based on the crack path prediction as incremental curved extensions
(Sumi, 1985). Starting from the ;rst-order perturbation solution, the stress intensity
factors along a slightly curved crack are resolved as analytical terms of arbitrary crack
shape parameters and pre-existing crack-tip stress ;eld. The crack path extension results
from the crack shape parameters ful;lling the local symmetry condition KII = 0. This
method requires knowledge of the correction factors representing the e>ect of stress
redistribution due to crack growth in a ;nite body.
Theilig (1997) avoids this by additionally calculating the stress intensity factors for
a straight crack extension increment and by comparing them with the stress intensity
factors of the curved crack extension increment which ful;lls the local symmetry condition. This leads to the curved crack path parameters from the stress intensity factors
of the crack with the straight extension.
These predictions provide only good results for extensions of slightly curved cracks
due to their derivation from a perturbation solution of ;rst order. Applying these methods to our problem, the simulated crack path always drifts from the experimental
contour, especially in the strongly curved region (Fig. 6), even in the case of very
small crack increments. Another disadvantage of these prediction methods lies in the
accumulation of errors with progressive increments, so that errors in early increments
have decisive implications for the divergence of the crack contour in the following
crack propagation.
Therefore, an iterative incremental technique for the crack propagation simulation is
proposed. Fig. 12 illustrates the iteration procedure for a crack growth increment Ma:
M(i) = −

KII(i)
KI(i)

Ma;
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the experimentally and theoretically determined curved crack paths.

M(i) = −2

KII(i)
KI(i)

;

(i) = (i−1) + M(i) ;
x1(i) = x1(i−1) − M(i) sin (i) ;
x2(i) = x2(i−1) + M(i) cos (i) :

(2)

In Fig. 12, the upper index (0) provides the co-ordinates x1(0) ; x2(0) and tangent angle
 at the tip of a pre-existing crack ful;lling the local symmetry condition. Index (i)
describes the iteration step (i). In iteration step (1), the pre-existing crack is extended
straight by Ma in the tangential direction (0) at the crack tip. In the subsequent steps
the crack extension is adjusted by quadratic splines. In every step an FE-analysis is
performed to calculate the stress intensity factors KI and KII thereby providing the
corrections M(i) and M(i) according to the procedure given in (2). The ;rst iteration
step is the result of the prediction method (Theilig, 1997). The iteration is ended once
the following condition is met:


 K (i) 
 II 
(3)
 (i)  6 :
K 
(0)

I

The co-ordinates x1(i) ; x2(i) and the tangent angle (i) are the starting point for the
next crack growth increment.
In our simulation we chose  = 10−3 . In slightly curved pieces of the crack contour
only one iteration is necessary for Ma = 0:1 mm, while in the deOected regime it
requires 2 to 3 iterations for Ma = 0:05 mm. This con;rms that the prediction methods
alone are not suitable for a strongly curved crack.
The simulated and experimental crack contour almost coincide, even in the very
strongly curved region (Fig. 13). The negligible deviation in the second unstable stage
and thereafter may be ascribed to dynamic e>ects which are not considered in our
analysis.
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Fig. 14. Squared normalised mode I stress intensity factor as calculated by FEM along the path for the
curved crack.

5.4. Determination of crack extension
The KI -curve as a function of the crack length in Fig. 14 calculated in the simulation
is utilised as the basis for the crack length determination. Comparing with Fig. 8 it
is apparent that the second unstable stage and the subsequent stable stage are caused
by the minimum of KI at a = 4:55 mm and the following increase and decrease. This
is a consequence of the compressive stresses behind the electrode edge (Fig. 10) and
boundary e>ects in the ;nite sample.
The curved crack propagation depending on the electric ;eld E can be discussed
by means of the KI -curve. In the upper half of Fig. 15, the curves denoted by E0 to
E3 are the stress intensity factors KI for a crack of length a under the electric ;eld
E0 to E3 , respectively. The electric ;eld increases with larger index. Dashed and solid
arrows describe stable and unstable crack propagation, respectively.
The scenario for the propagation of a deOected crack can now be derived from this
diagram as follows: An initial crack a0 starts at E0 due to (1) KI =KIc (corresponding to
a starting value of the R-curve for poled material) and grows stably (dKI =da ¡ dKR =da)
up to E1 because of its developing process zone. At E1 the condition dKI =da ¿ dKR =da
is met the ;rst time and the crack will propagate unstable.
Quanti;cation of the ;rst stage of stable crack propagation would require a set of
R-curves for di>erent applied electric ;elds. As these measurements are not available,
we only start with modelling the more interesting ;rst unstable stage by adopting the
experimental average values E1 = 1:0 kV=mm and a1 = 0:55 mm (Section 3.3.2). This
unstable stage will end at a2 , where KI = KR-plateau (for unpoled material) is met on
the downward slope of the E1 -curve. An increase of the electric ;eld leads to a stable
crack regime corresponding to the dashed arrows up to E2 , where the minimum of
the E2 -curve at a3 = 4:45 mm is equal to the KR-plateau (for unpoled material). At this
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Fig. 15. Fracture mechanics analysis of the propagation for the curved crack depending on the electric ;eld.
Upper half: Squared mode I stress intensity factor for di>erent electric ;elds. The regions of stable and
unstable crack propagation are indicated by dashed and solid arrows, respectively. Lower Half: Comparison
of the experimentally measured and theoretically determined crack length depending on the electric ;eld.

electric ;eld, the crack will jump to a4 = 12:45 mm. It is worth noting that the jump
from a3 to a4 and the values a3 and a4 derived from the KI -curve above are quite
independent of the KR-plateau value. After this second unstable stage, only stable crack
growth is possible with a further increase of the electric ;eld.
Accordingly, the ;ve stable and unstable stages of crack propagation as observed
in the experiments (see Section 3.3.2) are completely constructed and are provided in
Fig. 15. The characteristic lengths a3 and a4 have also been computed without the
knowledge of the load and the KR-plateau value.
For determination of E2 to E4 and of the crack length as a function of the electric
;eld (lower half of Fig. 15) the KR-plateau value of the unpoled material (Fig. 3) and
the incompatible strains depending on the electric ;eld are required. The incompatible
strains consisting of ferroelectric, ferroelastic and piezoelectric strain can also be understood as the di>erence between total and elastic strain and can be calculated from
the measured displacements in Fig. 4. The proportionality factor between the incompatible strains and the displacements has been obtained by means of an FE calculation. As mentioned in Section 3.2, these displacements could be measured only up to
E=1:9 kV=mm in the clamped specimens. For very high electric ;elds (E ¿ 3 kV=mm),
they are assumed to be the same as in a free completely poled sample and for
electric ;elds between 1:9 and 3 kV=mm, an interpolation between these two curves
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Fig. 16. Calculated and interpolated incompatible strains depending on the electric ;eld as computed from
displacement measurements.

(see Fig. 16) is applied. In this ;gure, the calculated incompatible strain vs. electric ;eld
is plotted including scatter due to the variation of the two displacement measurements
(Fig. 4).
In the lower half of Fig. 15 the simulated crack length depending on the electric
;eld is compared with the experiment. The agreement is excellent with respect to the
transitions between stable and unstable stages. The computed crack length as a function
of the electric ;eld exhibits some variability due to scatter in the incompatible strains
(Fig. 16) and the plateau values in the R-curves (Fig. 3). The simulated curve lies
closer to the experimental curve with specimen width of 0:51 mm, with increasing
deviation for higher electric ;elds. The latter is attributed to two e>ects. First, the
formation of secondary cracks at the electrode edge at higher electric ;elds. These
then can unload the main crack, which in turn requires higher strains and, therefore,
higher electric ;elds for the same crack driving force. Second, for high electric ;elds,
the stress-free strains represent the lower limit of the incompatible strains in Fig. 16,
because poling in x3 -direction is reduced by tensile mechanical stresses 22 .
6. Discussion
We have provided a novel experiment, which allows controlled study of crack propagation due to strain incompatibility. It supplements and draws from prior work on
thermal shock and crack propagation under thermal shock conditions (Bahr et al.,
1995). As in thermal shock, propagation of straight cracks and deOected cracks is observed with the attendant transition between both modes. Starting with a highly de;ned
pre-crack and using the electric ;eld as a means of providing strain incompatibility affords superior control over crack propagation and detailed observation of incremental
crack growth in the optical microscope.
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The wealth of material behaviour of the utilised ceramic includes a ferroelectric,
piezoelectric and ferroelastic response. Piezoelectricity yields straining under electric
;eld, which, in conjunction with the ferroelectric and ferroelastic switching provides
strain incompatibility.
Utilisation of a ferroelectric material to provide the electric ;eld generated strain incompatibility, however, also generates some complications. Careful choice of specimen
dimensions and measurement procedure reduced the observed complicating issues to
small e>ects as proven in Figs. 13 and 15.
The non-homogeneous electric ;eld at the electrode edge is problematic in two
ways. An electric ;eld singularity is located under the electrode edge which due to
piezoelectric coupling and ferroelectric switching gives rise to locally increased tensile
stresses and leads to the formation of secondary cracks along the electrode edge. These
cracks observed at higher electric ;elds can shield the main crack which thus requires
higher strains and higher electric ;elds. The density of secondary cracks is strongly
reduced if the thinnest feasible specimens are selected (dos Santos e Lucato et al.,
2001). Furthermore, the electric ;eld incorporates a fringing ;eld next to the electrode
edge, providing a volume between active and inactive material with ill-de;ned material
properties and a highly non-homogenous stress ;eld due to the electro-mechanical
coupling in ferroelectrics. As mentioned in Section 5.1, this region is neglected in our
modelling.
As both secondary cracking and lateral extension of the fringing ;eld could be
reduced by utilising the thinnest specimens possible, very thin plates of 0:5 mm were
chosen. A slight drawback with this choice lay in the fact that in this thickness regime
there is a slight variation of R-curve with specimen thickness as ferroelastic toughening
depends on the macroscopic stress state (plane stress or plane strain) and the R-curve
therefore depends on specimen thickness (dos Santos e Lucato et al., 2002). Measuring
the R-curve with plates of 1mm thickness which is the thinnest possible for mechanical
loading in our equipment, proved to be the best possible compromise. The thickness
dependence of the R-curve can contribute to the experimental scattering in the electric
;eld in Fig. 7.
Another issue arises from the crack growth velocity. Ferroelastic behaviour leads to
domain switching under the inOuence of the crack tip stress ;eld, thereby setting up a
process zone and providing crack toughening due to crack tip shielding. The amount
of shielding again depends on the crack growth velocity. This e>ect was accounted
for by obtaining R-curves on our specimens with controlled crack velocity and by
obtaining the crack tip position after some waiting time with the electrically driven
crack measurement. With respect to crack velocity, only the toughening e>ect and
therefore the plateau value of an unstably grown crack could not be fully assessed.
Work by Glazounov et al. (2001), however, showed in X-ray di>raction studies, that
domain switching occurs even under the conditions of unstable crack growth. Given
the very good agreement of the simulation with the experiment in the unstable crack
growth regimes, it can be concluded that a signi;cant amount of toughening is obtained
up to very high crack growth velocities.
In summary, the results of the fracture mechanics analysis show a very good quantitative agreement with the experiments in the crack contours, in the stages of crack
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propagation and the transitions between them and also in the crack length as a function
of the electric ;eld. This con;rms that the unstable crack propagation can be described
suFciently with the static ;elds used in the analysis.
The same experimental set-up with in-plane prepoled specimens is currently being
used to study the e>ect of KIV on the crack path and on the fracture criterion for
piezoelectric material f(KI ; KIV ) = 0, which will be the subject of a forthcoming
publication.
7. Conclusion
The following results have been obtained from the present study:
• Di>erent crack types are achievable by variation of geometric conditions. The crack
paths are reproducible with very high accuracy.
• Small electrodes lead to straight cracks with two transitions between stable and
unstable crack growth regions, while large electrodes result in curved cracks with
four transitions.
• An iteration method is proposed to simulate the propagation of curved cracks also
for the case of a strong crack curvature.
• Fracture mechanics analysis is able to explain the di>erent paths of cracks depending
on the electrode width b and the stable and unstable crack growth stages with their
transitions on these paths.
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Unfortunately an error occurred in the scaling of Fig. 10 in our paper “Electrically
driven cracks in piezoelectric ceramics: experiments and fracture mechanics analysis”,
Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids 50 (2002) 2333–2353. The corrected
<gure is as follows:

Fig. 10. Stresses due to strain incompatibility for a real specimen as compared to an idealised semi-in<nite
specimen without crack.
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